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Faces in an Archive of Buddhism Pictures
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概要：We introduce a project aiming at capturing the evolution of Buddhism among time, schools and

places, with the support of Computer Vision and Data Analysis. We introduce a first methodology to

explore a large archive that includes 50,000 pictures collected by our expert in Art History, raising the

different challenges in analyzing this archive.

1. Introduction

The spread and evolution of Buddhism across Asia is

the topic of many books [20], [24]. Multiple theories are

confronting on which path(s) this spread took across the

Asian subcontinent, reaching the coasts of the Japanese

archipelago along the Silk Road [20], [22], [23], [24].

Once settled, Buddhism flourished and spread in differ-

ent schools, with scholars traveling to bring new thought

(e.g., Ganjin’s travel). Buddhism brought many works

of art and their rules (法量) so that local people would

craft new artworks by themselves. They would embrace

and adapt these rules with their own culture, giving the

identity to the resulting style (e.g. Fig. 1). Nowadays,

only a few experts can identify these works subjective to

their own knowledge, sometimes disputing explanations

[18]. Nonetheless, the evolution of style connects to the

evolution of schools [21].

We propose to objectively reconstruct this evolution

through traces captured in digitalized Buddhism art-

works. We wish our approach to be data-oriented, i.e.

to apply systematic analysis on a large archive of such

elements. The topic is very large, but we wish to focus

on the representation of Buddha, which is central to Bud-

dhism art. Representations of Buddha, mostly statues can

be of many types, and their canons*1 have been normal-

ized over the centuries. These are rather strict and well
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documented, especially concerning the dimension of faces.

This iconometry was captured in rule books (法量) to be

easily taught across the world. Despite the rules, time

and travels allowed for quite an evolution among the style

of statues (as represented in Fig. 1), and aligning many

of these statues may allow us to capture the traces of this

evolution [19].

Since, the Computer Vision community have proposed

serious advances in style analysis [16] and face detection

and recognition to reach operational maturity [15], we will

focus on the faces of Buddha, especially on Buddha stat-

ues. Our goal is to capture how artists expressed their

freedoms, moving the rules forming the canon, or in be-

tween the lines formed by the canons. We believe these are

latent features that will allow us to identify many param-

eters of an artwork, hopefully its area and era of origin,

the authors, the school of thoughts, and so on.

図 1 Evolution of Buddha faces: the middle face (Cambodia) is

at the intersection of left (Central India) and right (South-

ern India) archetypes.

The remaining of this paper presents related works in

Section 2 before introducing our archive and approach in

Section 3. We identify different challenges raised by this

archive analysis in Section 4 before concluding.
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2. Related works

Recently, great efforts have been achieved in the domain

of style analysis, especially for paintings. The Computer

Vision community has focused on this task for a while,

proposing solutions using such a technique as wavelet

transforms [5], and more recently deep learning-based

techniques [12], [13], [14], [16]. By extension, the style

analysis gives clues on the shape of style evolution [1], [2].

Analysis of Buddha statues has mainly been tackled

from the perspective of 3D data. Scanning statues itself,

comes with its load of challenges [4]. Style analysis has

been established between Bayon faces [7], contributing in

the site understanding. 3D features of Buddha statues

from cross-sections have been proven important to iden-

tify eras of statues and features of famous artists [19].

3. A Large Archive of Buddhism Pic-

tures

Our archive consists in collection of picture of Buddha

statues, accumulating the knowledge of our domain expert

over the course of several years.

3.1 Dataset

This hard drive contains about 50,000 pictures of all

kinds (about 500GB in total). They have been captured

under many conditions, mainly: museum collection pieces

acquired with standard methods, on-site captures in mu-

seum or temple, carefully captured Buddhist art treasures,

outside field trips, and scans of dedicated literature.

This is real data “in-the-wild”: the pictures were cap-

tured in multiple size and formats; there may be redun-

dancy of a same picture; a same Buddha statue can be

taken across many angles and lights; multiple statues in

one picture; multiple sub-pictures in one picture; pictures

can be a detail of larger artifact; this detail itself can be

representation of Buddha; there could be no Buddha rep-

resentation, or of an explanation text/label or even unre-

lated pictures can be found.

The pictures are not annotated, but they may be at-

tached to indirect contextual information. They can con-

tain meta-data; they may have a date of creation; they

are stored in folders (over 1.7k different folders); they may

have a specific filename. We extracted EXIF information

but no location data was available.

3.2 Building the database

Our first task is to build a database from these pic-

tures by annotating them and identifying the main arti-

facts. The textual information from folders and filenames

comes actually in 4 different languages, Chinese, English,

Japanese, and Korean. This is the richest information we

have on the pictures. The filename may label the pic-

ture or give orientation/thematic information. Pictures

are often grouped in a folder for a reason, and the path

to the folder and name of the folder may capture this rea-

son: it is a characteristic shared by all pictures of a folder.

The date of creation or the order of pictures added in the

folder may give an additional information: a sequence of

pictures may be a sequence of a same picture. A folder

usually contains a few dozens of pictures.

To identify unique artifacts, first we need to normal-

ize our dataset. Using EXIF information we corrected

orientation of pictures and finally manually corrected the

remaining. We also normalized the sizes and formats (es-

pecially due to many raw pictures). Using image hashing

(both differential hashing and perceptual hashing [17]) we

mined near duplicates (and manually corrected false posi-

tive), reducing the dataset to a subset of about 30k unique

instances.

We then use the fact that pictures are stored in a same

folder to identify pictures of a unique artifact. We use

the prior information that consecutive pictures can be

taken of a same object with different angles, or mention

the same artifact in a collection. To do so, we want to

compare each picture in the order of the folder. We use

the order formed by filenames, best suited for collections.

We then use an image embedding, the 4096 dimensions of

VGG16 trained on ImageNet[11], projected into 50 dimen-

sions with a truncated SVD since the embedding space is

very sparse in one folder. We finally compare pairs of con-

secutive pictures using cosine distance. This is captured

in a graph visualization (Fig. 2), which can be annotated

by simply cutting links when pictures represent different

artifacts, and creating links in the opposite case.

図 2 Example of a similarity sequence visualization generated

for the identification of a same Buddha statue.

We finally regrouped the previously matching pictures

of different folders and the unique artifacts selection we

made to identify unique Buddha statues. We only kept

pictures of Buddha statues with faces and multiple pic-
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tures, while discarding less informative or unclear collec-

tions (about 20k pictures). In the 30k pictures remaining

(including 10k duplicates), we collected 3685 unique Bud-

dha statues, 26.2% of which are composed of over 5 differ-

ent pictures (about 17k pictures in 804 statues). We con-

sider from this arbitrary threshold we consider the most

relevant statues, and manually checked them.

We extracted text content from 1.7k folder names and

manually curated locations when available, thus enriching

the data when possible of the 804 statues. We thus au-

tomatically recovered (in terms of annotated statues) 366

statue types, 672 countries with 461 regions and 460 cities

in which the statues were taken, 113 countries with 104

regions and 102 cities of origin of the statues, 98 construc-

tion eras, and 89 temples.

4. Further analysis

Buddha statues are sculptures, which are by definition

3D objects. The archive is however composed of 2D pic-

tures. Although the volumetric information may precisely

capture differences in style, this cannot scale since 3D

scans of statues is very expensive in price and time. On

the other hand, taking pictures has become cheap and

large scale image analysis is now readily available.

図 3 Pipeline of our proposed analysis.

4.1 Mining faces

We want to deploy face analysis as a support of style

identification. The idea is to mine our archive for faces

and explore similarity among those faces. This is done in

a few steps (Fig. 3): detecting faces in pictures, normaliz-

ing them, extracting descriptors for each face, and match

them in connection with knowledge data in order to form

predictions.

To validate this idea, we demonstrate a proof of concept.

We mined faces with the Faster R-CNN [6] in the archive,

removing false positive detections, and retaining a maxi-

mum of 4 faces per statues (in total 1863 faces). We then

detect landmarks in the faces [8] and normalize them (with

affine projection). We use a 4096-dimensional embedding

space (VGG Faces [10] trained on human faces) for each

face. Finally, we project this 4096-dimensional space into

a 2D space with cosine similarity by t-SNE [3], [9]. The re-

sulting map of all faces 4 places similar faces together as a

proof of concept illustrating the feasibility of our pipeline

The map does not reflect yet the actual proximity be-

tween Buddha statues but raises interesting questions.

The embedding is purely based on human appearances

of statues, ignoring the specific features of Buddha and

without integrating any domain knowledge yet.

4.2 Challenges

First is the quality of annotation: together with do-

main experts, we are harvesting data to complete statue

types, location, and so on in order to build a comprehen-

sive database. In the end, we wish to store all the domain

information in a graph database, that would represent a

knowledge graph.

The second aspect is to fine tune state of the art face

detectors and landmarking for annotations. We wish to

automatically measure the iconometry and compare with

the canon of different periods. We need these detectors to

capture the variety within a set of Buddha statues rather

than human beings, and even to predict meta informa-

tion specific to Buddha statues. A knowledge database

will give rich ground to train quantities of classifiers.

4.3 Extending to 3D

Our long term goal is to deploy 3D analysis on our

large scale archive. While mining the archive, we found

that many statues have been captured with multiple views

such as illustrated in Fig. 2. To do so, we have started

capturing 3D scans of Buddha statues in situ to develop

a ground truth. It is to be noted that precise reconstruc-

tion of statues often comes with many challenges to avoid

model deformations [4].

5. Conclusion

In order to achieve our goal, curating proper data and

capturing domain knowledge about the statues is critical

and we will need to enrich the database with external data

(such as Wikipedia or e-museum). Since scalability is key

to our approach, one of our main challenges is to com-

bine both 2D and 3D methods such that it will allow the

deployment of iconometry on a large scale.
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図 4 Visualization of the Buddha faces embedding in the archive after extraction and

normalization. Links are connecting faces belonging to the same statue pictures

(sometimes multiple statues have been found). Node size depends on the total

number of faces found in a statue group.
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